


ABOUT RESEARCH POSTERS
● Research posters summarize information 

or research concisely and attractively to 
help publicize it and generate discussion. 

● The poster is usually a mixture of a brief 
text mixed with tables, graphs, pictures, 
and other presentation formats. 

● At a conference, the researcher stands 
by the poster display while other participants can come 
and view the presentation and interact with the author.



TEXT
● Title is short and draws interest
● Word count of about 300 to 800 words
● Text is clear and to the point
● Use of bullets, numbering, and head lines make it easy to read
● Includes acknowledgments, your name and institutional affiliation
● Research posters don’t usually need Abstracts, this helps reduce the amount 

of text on the poster



HIERARCHY
● Poster Title should be the largest text on Page and legible from a distance of 

at least 5 feet to catch the attention of people passing by. Many advisors 
suggest that the title should be legible at 10 ft! 

● Headers for Sections are smaller than the title, but larger than body copy

● Body copy can be small, but should be legible at a distance of 1.5 feet or 
more



LEGIBILITY & FONTS
● Choose Legible Fonts – Sans Serif are best for smaller text size. Serifs are the small 

lines at the ends of characters. A couple familiar Sans serif fonts are Arial and Helvetica 
but there are lots more!

● Keeping to one simple font is usually best but you can use a different font for Title or 
Headers. However, never use more than two fonts per poster. There are usually plenty 
of variations within a font family such as bold and italics that one font should suffice!

● Left Paragraph Alignment usually is best for legibility of body copy. The ragged ends of 
centered text can fatigue the eye when there is lots of text.

● Info should flow from left to right & from top to bottom
● Avoid Underlining – rely on value changes, scale, italics and bolding
● Try not to exceed column widths of 70-80 characters.
● Consider using different font weights rather than multiple fonts.



CONTRAST
Is there enough Contrast?  Contrast gets the viewers attention and separates 
groupings of text or images.

Is there too much contrast in some areas that pull attention to the wrong areas?

Contrast is easily created by changing one or more of these:

● Scale
● Weight (like a thick or thin border)
● Color: Hue and/or Value
● Texture



SPACE
No one likes to feel claustrophobic  - your poster should breathe easily too! 

● Make sure there is space around your groupings of text and/or columns

● Leave space at the edges of the poster.

● Spacings between groups and elements should be consistent and 
proportional.



COLORS
Choosing a color palette makes designing a bit easier. Most software have themes 
that can dictate colors.

   Color Palette + accent color for emphasis

   For example: navy, turquoise and a very light blue with accent of orange

Creighton has its own color palette that you can use to keep consistent with 
Creighton brand.

http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/UCOM/brand_guidelines.pdf

http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/UCOM/brand_guidelines.pdf


BALANCE / TYPE OF COMPOSITION
● Asymmetrical is usually more interesting

● Symmetrical is very formal and also difficult to maintain if there variation in 
content 

● Often mixing the two will provide stability and an anomaly that makes the 
composition much more interesting.



REPETITION 

For consistency, repetition is necessary. Items such as fonts, sizes of text, borders 
on columns – these are mostly going to be repeated. 

However, too much of the same thing can get boring so some changes are 
sometimes needed. 

Subtle changes such as background color changes or text color changes or 
bolding, CAPITALIZATION,                         and Italics are good amount of variety 
without drastically changing the design system you have created.

drop shadows



BACKGROUNDS
● Backgrounds of columns of text should usually be a little different than page color 

so that areas are defined or separated.  Both the column backgrounds and page 
color should be light values such as white or tints – such as cream or light pastel 
blue

● Consider using subtle gradients. 
● Patterns and textures can also be used if very subtle and small. Bold items will 

detract from text or make it illegible.
● For backgrounds of Title Bars – These could be dark such as black, navy, dark 

red, violet, forest green. However, the text on top these backgrounds must be 
white or light

● Column headers might also have background colors – these could be either light 
or dark but the text on top then has to be highly legible. For a example of what not 
to do, white text on yellow does NOT show up.



GROUPINGS/COLUMNS
For text boxes – typically keep them the same width if they are in a column 
together.



GRAPHICS
● Adding borders to these is NOT recommend

● Adding a research-related graphic near the title could be good

● Logos should be placed at the bottom of the poster unless otherwise required



PHOTOGRAPHS/GRAPHICS
● Imagery goes a long way in getting a viewers attention and to help explain 

your research. It is recommended that you include at least one photo or 
graphic. 

● Too many graphics can also overwhelm a poster, choose what is necessary.



PHOTOGRAPHS
● Photos will usually look better with a thin border of a medium to dark color, 

especially if the image has some areas of white that will fade into background.

● It is best if the aesthetic is the same - for example, either all bright colors or all 
desaturated. But it is usually ok to mix color photos with black & whites if the 
contrast is similar











GRAPHICS
● Adding a research-related graphic near the title could be good but isn’t 

necessary

● Adding borders to these is usually not recommended unless you are 
consistently doing so but if you do, then leave white space (or background 
color) around it

● Be consistent in the aesthetic concerning effects such as highlights or 
shadows, colors and line weight (thickness of lines)



GRAPHICS



GRAPHICS

This grouping does not look good next to the other graph due to different aesthetics and color



LOGOS
Its best to group them together in one area and with same heights or widths 
depending on their orientation. Logos should be placed at the bottom of the poster 
unless otherwise required to not distract from other graphics or the title. 

There are Creighton Logos for you to use. Creighton has brand guides that include 
colors to consider using as well as rules for how to use/not use the logos.

Creighton University
http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/UCOM/brand_guidelines.pdf

http://www.creighton.edu/ucom/resourcesguidelines/brandstandards/

http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/user/UCOM/logos/Creighton_LogoGuidelines.pdf

http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/UCOM/brand_guidelines.pdf
http://www.creighton.edu/ucom/resourcesguidelines/brandstandards/
http://www.creighton.edu/fileadmin/user/UCOM/logos/Creighton_LogoGuidelines.pdf


CREATE AREAS OF EMPHASIS

drop shadows

● Breaking out of the grid / Changing alignment of groupings of text or image
● Inverting colors
● Borders
● Background colors
● For Text - Subtle changes such as background color changes or text color 

changes or bolding, CAPITALIZATION,                         and Italics are good 
amount of variety without drastically changing the design system you have 
created.



ALIGNMENT
Using a grid and/or guides makes designing easier most of the time because of 
the rules for you to line up groupings of text and graphics. Humans like pattern 
and grids provide a sense of order and predictability.

● Guides can be simple or complex.
● Their sections can be a basic grid or an asymmetrical grid of different 

proportions.
● They are typically straight lines but can also be diagonal or curved!
● But you can also BREAK the rules to create an interesting design.
● Consider dividing your overall poster into thirds.



EXAMPLE GRID SYSTEMS 
Proportions of 
each area 
correspond to the 
function of that 
area in organizing 
content.

A quiet tension 
between the three 
main areas.

This is always a 
more spontaneous 
approach.



EXAMPLE GRID SYSTEMS 
Creates a matrix of cells 
that can be altered and 
adjusted to fit any need. 

Simultaneously a simple 
and complex grid 
system. 

One of the most 
versatile. 

All elements will be sized 
proportionately to each 
other and will maintain a 
visual unity.
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IF USING CURAS PRINTER
The standard poster size is 3 x 4 feet, though other dimensions are possible. The 
poster paper comes on a long roll and the limiting dimension is the width of the 
paper roll (42 inches), but the poster’s other dimension can be greater.  

The most popular size (36 x 48 inches) can easily be scaled to 42 x 56 inches, if 
desired.  



TEMPLATES
Templates can be a good place to start. CURAS has one. 

These below are GREAT.   







REFERENCES
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●
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https://guides.nyu.edu/posters
https://www.creativebloq.com/web-design/grid-theory-41411345
http://www.soe.uoguelph.ca/webfiles/agalvez/poster/
https://colinpurrington.com/tips/poster-design/protips
https://www.designersinsights.com/designer-resources/using-layout-grids-effectively/
http://publicaffairs.illinois.edu/marketing/templates/researchposter.html

